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Car & Classic reveals the ten most searched-for models on its popular classified and online auction website in the first half
of 2022, and the Ford Escort tops the list once again. RS2000 versions continue to be as popular as the were in 202
this ortugal-based Escort RS 2000 - ac sold in une this ear for , 00. ot on the heels of one of the most

loved models in the classic car mar et, s -series searches ta e the second spot almost half of those searching for
aim for -models it was a uarter in 202 , an interest no doubt fuelled b the focus on the - ivision s 0th anniversar this
ear. Recentl , Car & Classic auctioned a E with ver low mileage for . s increased presence
shifts orsche further down the list.

Car & Classic most searched



ClassicNews

Most Searched
hilst the popularit of riumph Stags,

s and aguar E- pes is never in
uestion, newcomers can be spotted in the

search table s eetle, featured in 202 , drops
off the 2022 list in favour of the mar ue s olf
range, especiall the hot hatch s of the 0s li e
this s mpatheticall restored 2 olf .

which sold this month for 2 . and Rover has
also pi ued the classic car enthusiast s interest
enough to appear in the top ten, dethroning the
ustangs merican muscle, one of last ear s

favourites. his and Rover Series sold
this spring for , 00, strong mone even for a
car as beautifull presented and with low mileage.
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Emma Raducanu: Fast laps in th sch
a a at il st n

Final editions available now from the UK's most established new Lada specialist. Permanent four wheel
drive, hi/lo gears, diff lock, left hand drive only. CL C P UC . .
Base model he most utilitarian version teel wheels, no air conditioning but with electric windows.

. litre four cylinder petrol engine speed gearbo low ratio gear setting differential locking system
approved for use on UK roads , including on the road e n addition to base model

lloy wheels, electric windows and mirrors, tinted glass, air conditioning, heated seats. , including
on the road Urban n addition to e model oulded body colour bumpers. , including

on the road. mages credit vtova

WWW.LADA4X4.CO.UK -02034893796 - 07740796662



Emma
1 Porsche 911 Carrera S £102,800
2 Socks - Calvin Klein 20.00
3 Trainers - Secret Sales £28.00
4 Shorts - Shein £10.99
5 Nike T-Shirt -Sportsshoes.com £17.95
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What’s the

Story?

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Oasis’ Rolls-Royce: D’you know where it is?
As the album turns 25, photographer Spencer

Jones is trying to find the iconic car, can you help?

IconicClassicSearch
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It is 25 years on from the launch of the
third Oasis album, Be Here Now,
released on 21 August 1997, legendary

rock photographer Michael Spencer Jones
is on a mission to find the white Rolls-
Royce he used on the album cover.
Back in 1997, Spencer Jones loaned the
1972 Silver Shadow from Leicestershire-
based Flying Spares, the world’s largest
independent supplier of Rolls-Royce and
Bentley parts. It was sold the following
year at a music memorabilia auction for
£1,200 and there the trail goes cold.
To help jog people’s memory, Spencer
Jones has released previously unseen
pictures from the photoshoot at Stocks
House in Hertfordshire, notorious for its
celebrity-packed 1970s Playboy parties.
He recently posted on Twitter that he’d be
interested in buying the car… if it still
exists.
While Oasis changed the number plate to
SYO 724F – a nod to The Beatles as that
was the reg of the police van on the cover
of their seminal 1969 album Abbey Road –

the actual vehicle registration is MDH
119K.

Neil Arman, Director of Flying Spares, said:
“Suppling the Rolls-Royce for the Oasis
album cover is part of Flying Spares
folklore. When it came back it was missing
the famous Spirit of Ecstasy mascot, which
someone had presumably pinched as a
souvenir. The car wasn’t roadworthy even
when we had it. It hadn’t been taxed since
1993 and had already been stripped for
parts, including the engine. We fitted a new
front grille and had it resprayed specifically
for the shoot. The DVLA have no record of
it being scrapped though, so it could well
still be out there. Even classic Rolls-
Royces and Bentleys can lie forgotten
under dusty sheets in garages – we call
them barn finds – and this one has the
kudos of being a piece of Britpop history.
We’d love to help Michael Spencer Jones
to locate it, or at least find out what
happened to it.”If you have any information
regarding the whereabouts of MDH 119K
please contact Flying Spares on 014
9 949 or sales yingspares co u

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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espo e portfolios and museum standard limited edition prints are
available from www michaelspencer ones com

ClassicRoller
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tub first and then separate all the pieces to the organi er
boxes so you can find the pieces easily. Twee ers are
very handy for picking parts and fitting parts where your
fingers can t easily reach, and needle-nose pliers come
in handy if you have made a mistake and you need to pull
a pin out. Follow the instructions carefully and only open
the appropriate bags when the instructions tell you to,
take your time and enjoy the process. Also watch a
couple of YouTube videos before you start, there is a
large community of Technic enthusiasts out there who
give you helpful tips on many builds.

The actual car will be built in limited numbers,
only 599 to be exact with a price tag of over two million
Euros, and as you may have guessed they are all already
sold. The Lego version costs significantly less at £349.99
and you can get yours here: https: www.lego.com en-gb
product ferrari-daytona-sp3-42143

If you are looking for a fun and educational project
this summer for the kids or perhaps for yourself, then look
no further bring the Ferrari factory to your living room
and get building
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American
Classic

The 911 Classic club Coupe for
the Porsche Club of America
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Porsche 911 Turbo

American
Classic

No. 001/001 – the badge on the dashboard sums up
the rarity of this Porsche model. Guided by the
principles of the newly launched Porsche

Sonderwunsch programme, the experts at Porsche
Classic created a car that is absolutely unique. In just two
and a half years, a used 1998 911 Carrera (Type 996)
was transformed into the Porsche 911 Classic Club
Coupe, spelled the American way without an accent,
because the car was made for the Porsche Club of
America (PCA), the sport car brand’s oldest and largest
club.

The vehicle’s special features include its
Sport Grey Metallic paintwork, double-dome roof,
Fuchs rims and fixed rear spoiler in the ducktail style
of the 911 Carrera RS 2.7 from 1972. Many of the
exterior and interior details are customised with
PCA’s signature Club Blue. The centre sections of
the sports seats, like the door panels, are made of
intricate woven leather in a Pepita houndstooth
pattern. Technically – and to some extent visually –
the vehicle has also been converted to a second-
generation 911 GT3 including the 3.6-litre engine
from that model generating 280 kW / 381 PS. The
chassis and brakes also come from the GT3 of that

generation.The idea for this unique factory car arose
during a meeting between representatives of the
Porsche Club of America and Alexander Fabig, now
Head of Individualisation and Classic at Porsche,
and designer Grant Larson of Style Porsche. To
keep it secret, the vehicle was known internally as
“Project Grey,” a nickname reminiscent of “Project
Gold,” the 911 Turbo (Type 993) with an air-cooled
engine that Porsche Classic built in 2018 from
original parts. However, the main source of
inspiration for the 911 Classic Club Coupe was the
911 Sport Classic (Type 997) presented in 2009.
With Sport Classic Grey paintwork, a double-dome
roof, ducktail and exclusive interior details, this
limited series quickly gained cult status and has long
been a sought-after collector’s item.

“The Type 996 is unjustly overshadowed by
the other 911 ranges. That’s why we were happy to
choose it as the basis for demonstrating all the
things we can do with Porsche Classic and the
recently expanded Sonderwunsch programme of
Porsche AG,” says Alexander Fabig, Head of
Individualisation and Classic. “In 2009, the 911 Sport
Classic, a limited series of 250, had already
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generated worldwide interest. However, this
special model was not sold in the S. With this one-
off, we’ve now managed to bring a similarly exciting
vehicle concept to the .S. as well.”“

We wanted to work together to create
something unique that would generate enthusiasm,”
adds Tom Gorsuch, President of the Porsche Club of
America (PCA). “The fact that the finished Porsche
911 Classic Club Coupe looks so sleek and natural
is what’s really incredible about this challenging
project.”

Exterior: Double-dome roof d du t il
re t e t d-out fe ture The Porsche 911
Classic Club Coupe is painted in Sport Grey Metallic,
inspired by the Sport Classic Grey of the 911 Sport
Classic (Type 997). Twin stripes running across the
bonnet, roof and rear spoiler create a particularly
dynamic look. These are painstakingly painted in
light Sport Grey, while on the 997 they were a foil
trim that was darker than the body colour. Two fine
lines in Club Blue mark the outline of the stripes. The
side trim in the shape of a hockey stick is painted in
light Sport Grey and bears the words “Classic Club
Coupe” and a line in Club Blue.

The double-dome roof is also a detail with a
motorsport connection. Tall racing drivers used to
bulge the roofs to make enough headroom for
wearing a helmet – the modern roof design alludes
to this. The Style Porsche design concept 911
Panamericana from 1989, the Carrera GT and the
911 Sport Classic also had a roof shaped like this.
Today, the double-dome roof is a classic design
feature of many limited series from Porsche

xclusive Manufaktur and the 911 GT models.The
fixed rear spoiler made of glass-fibre-reinforced
plastic takes the shape of the legendary “ducktail” of
the 911 RS 2.7 from 1972. The third brake light is
built into it. The model designation “Classic Club
Coupe” appears in the middle between the tail
lights.The unique car runs on 18-inch forged wheels
whose cloverleaf shape immediately identifies them
as legendary Fuchs rims. The spokes are painted in
High-Gloss Black. niquely, the rim base has a
Porsche logo and a thin line in Club Blue. The hub
covers are adorned with a coloured Porsche crest.
The brake callipers are painted Black and also have
a Porsche logo in Club Blue.The mirror attachment
piece is painted in High-Gloss Black. Both wings
have inlaid “Classic Series” badges.
terior: e it ou d toot o e le t er o
e t d door el The interior is sporty and
sophisticated, and above all highly individual. This
becomes clear as soon as you open the doors and
see the “Classic Club Coupe” logo on the stainless
steel door sill trims. Black leather dominates the
interior in combination with slate grey, partially
perforated Alcantara on the roof lining and pillars.
The fact that the car is an absolute one-off is
underlined by the “911 Classic Club Coupe No.
001/001” dashboard badge, mentioned earlier.The
centre panels of the sports seats, like the door
panels, bear a Pepita houndstooth pattern woven
from black and slate grey leather. Porsche first used
intricately woven leather in the 911 Sport Classic
(Type 997). What’s new here is that the Pepita look
has been woven in a twill, which means that the
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fabric runs diagonally. Club Blue decorative
stitching softens the classic look of the seats. “911
Classic Club Coupe” is embroidered in this
contrasting colour in the headrests.The standard
three-spoke steering wheel that was fitted in the 996
has been upgraded in the same way, with Club Blue
thread and leather used for the decorative stitching
on the rim and the 12 o’clock mark.The round
instruments are customised in a similar way to the
911 Sport Classic. The rev counter, for example, has
two grey stripes with lines on the sides in Club Blue
and the “911 Classic Club Coupe” logo. The Porsche
Classic Communication Management Plus (Sirius
M-ready) infotainment system with Apple CarPlay
and Google Android Auto is also on board. By
special request, the start screen on the seven-inch
display was changed to show the vehicle
designation “Classic Club Coupe”.Selected
accessories from the Porsche Classic product range
have been modified in terms of the material or craft
methods used, making them unique to match the
special status of “Project Grey”. These include the
custom-made car cover, the vehicle key in the car
colour with a leather case, and the tool bag made of

woven leather in a Pepita houndstooth pattern. A
touring bag is also included.

The base vehicle is a black 911 Carrera, built
in 1998. Neglected and in poor condition, it was
parked at a dealership in Columbia, irginia, where
PCAexecutive director u Nguyen found it. The start
of its second life began with a ight across the
Atlantic. The 996 was transported to its home
country and taken to the Porsche Classic workshop
near the main plant in Stuttgart- uffenhausen. As
with a full restoration, the experts completely
disassembled the vehicle. Inspired by the GT3, the
bodyshell was rebuilt and strengthened using new
original parts as well as newly developed
components. For the chassis, as well as the brakes
and powertrain, in other words the engine and
manual transmission, the experts opted for second-
generation components that were also available in
the S.

The design was carried out simultaneously to
the restoration of the vehicle. The experts from
Porsche Individualisation and Classic and from Style
Porsche drew up proposals and regularly discussed
them with the PCA.
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50yearsof
Ducks

The 911 Carrera RS 2.7 from 1972
to right now...
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50yearsof
Ducks

Duck tail’, ‘RS’ or ‘2.7’. Today, the Porsche 911
Carrera RS 2.7 is known by many nicknames.
But its significance remains unique: it was the

fastest German production car of its day and is the
first series production model with front and rear
spoilers – the latter earning it the ‘duck tail’ moniker.
In 1972, Porsche thereby launched a trend for rear
spoilers on series production cars.”

About 50 years ago, Porsche began with the
development of the 911 Carrera RS 2.7. “The 911
Carrera RS 2.7 was intended as a homologation
special. It was to be a very light, fast sports car,”
recalls Peter Falk, who was then the Head of Testing
for series production cars at Porsche. ven though
the model variant was based on the 911, it ended up
becoming a new base vehicle for racing and rallying
that featured many technical innovations. The most
powerful model of the first generation of the 911 was
the first 911 to be christened ‘Carrera’ – the crowning
glory of the Porsche range. Weight, aerodynamics,
engine and chassis were all worked on intensively.
Around 15 engineers developed the car from May
1972 onwards, and were joined by production
staff.Porsche initially planned to build 500 examples

in order to homologate the 911 Carrera RS 2.7 for
Group 4 Special GT cars. It became a road-
approved vehicle for customers who also wanted to
participate in racing events. n 5 ctober 1972, the
new model was presented at the Paris Motor Show,
which was held at the Porte de ersailles. By the end
of that November all 500 vehicles had sold. Porsche
was surprised by the car’s success, and was able to
triple the sales figures by uly 1973. A total of 1,580
exam- ples were built, and once the 1,000th vehicle
had been made, the Porsche 911 Carrera RS 2.7
was homologated for Group 3 as well as Group 4.
The optional M471 equip- ment package led to
Porsche building 200 lightweight ‘Sport’ versions of
the car. A further 55 examples of the racing version,
17 base vehicles, and 1,308 touring versions (M472)
were built.The interior of the 911 Carrera RS 2.7
‘Light’ (M471) was pared back to the essentials,
according to the customer’s requirements and the
production date. Among other things, the rear seats,
carpets, clock, coat hooks and armrests were
omitted. pon request from the customer, two
lightweight seat shells replaced the heavier sports
seats. ven the Porsche crest on the bonnet was
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was initially glued on. Compared to the ‘Touring’
equipment package (M472), the ‘Sport’ weighed 115
kilograms less, with a kerb weight of 960 kg. It was
priced at 34,000 German marks. The Sport package
(M471) cost 700 German marks, while the Touring
package (M472) was 2,500 German marks. The
equipment package that was chosen therefore

defined the respective ver- sion of the 911 Carrera
RS 2.7.The car’s 2.7-litre at-six fuel-injected engine
produced a powerful 210 PS at 6,300 rpm and
developed 255 Nm at 5,100 rpm. This enabled the
Sport version to accelerate from 0 to 100 km/h in 5.8
seconds, making the 911 Carrera RS 2.7 the first
production car to break the six-second mark set by
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the German trade journal ‘auto, motor und sport’.
The top speed crossed the 245 km/h mark. (Touring
6.3 seconds, 240 km/h). The RS 2.7 became the
ideal synthesis between weight, performance,
aerodynamics and handling.The body was all about
weight reduction. Thin sheet metal, thin windows,
plastic parts and the elimination of insulation helped
to decrease the total vehicle weight of the rac- ing
cars to less than the 900 kg required for the new
model to be homologated. At the same time, the
aerodynamics were improved. The aim was to
minimise lift on the front and rear axles at high
speeds in order to achieve more neutral handling.
For the first time, engineers Hermann Burst and
Tilman Brodbeck, together with stylist Rolf Wiener,
developed a rear spoiler, testing it in the wind tunnel
and on test tracks. The aim was to retain the formal
closed bodystyle of the 911, to compensate for the
drawbacks of the sloping rear by means of suitable
and stylistically appropriate measures and to
improve the aerodynamics of the 911.The elevation
of the new duck tail pushed the 911 Carrera RS 2.7
closer to the road when the car was driven at speed
and supplied the rear engine with additional cooling

air. The effect was achieved without any increase in
drag in fact, its top speed in- creased by 4.5 km/h.
“During tests, we found that with a taller spoiler we
could increase the top speed due to the decrease in
drag. So we kept raising the rear spoiler upward by
millimetres with sheet metal at the tear-off edge until
we found the reversal point at which the drag
increased again,” explains Falk. n 5 August 1972,
the three Porsche employees filed the patent
disclosure document No. 2238704 with the German
Patent ffice.The engineers also set to work on the
chassis. Porsche had experience by this stage of
racing with wider rear wheels, so the development
engineers tried this out on the 911 Carrera RS 2.7 as
well. “We wanted to improve traction and handling
with wide tyres on the rear axle because the greatest
weight is found on the rear axle,” recalls Falk. For the
first time at Porsche, a series production car featured
different tyre si es on the front and rear axles. Fuchs
forged 6 15 wheels with 185/70 R-15 tyres could
be found at the front, 7 15 with 215/60 R-15 tyres
at the rear. To make them fit, Porsche widened the
body by 42 mm at the rear near the wheel arches.
“When this worked well in development, production
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and sales, all subsequent models were fitted
with this combination,” Falk continues. Following the
change in regulations for sports prototypes, which
prevented further de- velopment due to the new
three-litre displacement limit, Porsche ended a very
suc- cessful era. After the racing debut of a 911
Carrera RSR (racing-sport-racing) with a

significantly widened body at the Tour de Corse in
November 1972, Porsche decided to begin a new
chapter in the success story of the 911 in 1973. In
early February of that year, an RSR piloted by Peter
Gregg and Hurley Haywood crossed the finish line at
the 24 Hours of Daytona with a 22-lap lead. It was a
brilliant start to the new season. Herbert M ller and
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G s van Lennep won at the Targa Florio in May
1973. “The victory was important for us because it
showed that the RSR with the larger rear wing was
very fast on circuits and rally stages,” recalls Falk. In
its first season, the 911 Carrera RSR won three
international and seven national championships –
providing the foun- dations for the success of the 911
for decades to come. At the International Race of
Champions (IR C) held in ctober 1973, Roger
Penske from the S fielded 12 iden- tical 911
Carrera RSR 3.0 cars in which drivers from different
racing classes competed against each other.With
the 911 Carrera RS 2.7, however, Porsche was not
only developing a sports car for the racetrack, but a
car that customers could use both as a daily driver
as well as for racing. It took the grand touring car to
the racetrack. Contemporary advertising de- scribed
it thus: “Its repertoire: by road to the race and home
again. Monday to the office. Tuesday to Geneva.
Back in the evening. Wednesday shopping. City.
Traffic jam. Creeping traffic, but no soot on the plugs,
no complaint from the clutch. Thursday country
roads, motorway, switchbacks, dirt roads,
construction sites, Friday only a short distance and
repeated cold starts. Saturday with holiday luggage
to Finland. Car- rera RS – full of inexhaustible
reserves in sprints and marathons.”For the first time,
the ‘Carrera’ script adorned the side view between

the wheel arches on the 911 Carrera RS 2.7. The
Spanish word translates as ‘race’ in nglish, and RS
on the rear spoiler stands for ‘Rennsport’, or racing.
For Porsche, the ‘Carrera Panamericana’ was the
inspiration for the new name. In 1953, Porsche
claimed its first-class victory in the endurance race
with the 550 Spyder. Then, in 1954, it finished third
overall – a sensation that sparked the new addition
to the name. In the years that followed, Porsche
used the name Carrera for the most powerful
vehicles with the 1954 four-camshaft/Fuhrmann
engine, such as the 356 A 1500 GS Carrera or the
356 B 2000 GS Carrera GT. The Carrera script
adorned the rear of the Porsche 904 Carrera GTS
from 1963, and on the 906 Carrera 6 from 1965 it
could be found on the wing behind the front wheel
arch. According to statements made at the time,
Carrera was also understood to be a “quality
predicate for a technical delicacy that had proven
itself on racetracks and rally circuits”. In short, it was
the ideal name for the future top-of- the-range model
of the 911. “We wanted to assign the already famous
name ‘Carrera’ to a production model and thought
about how we could best represent that,” recalls
Harm Lagaa , who was a designer at Porsche at the
time. They decided on the area between the wheel
arches.
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"#% TQPLFTNBO *BO 5BZMPS FYQMBJOT� ˑ4QFFE MJNJUT XFSF JOJUJBMMZ EFTJHOFE UP CF TFU BU UIF NBYJNVN TBGF TQFFEGPS UIF SPBE� 8F VTFE TDJFOUJDBMMZ QSPWFONFUIPEPMPHZ UP TFU UIFN BU MFWFMT UIBU XPVME NBYJNJTF TBGFUZ 	��UIQFSDFOUJMF
� *G TVDI SFHVMBUJPOT XFSF TUJMM JO QMBDF *4" XPVME OPU DBVTF TP NBOZ JTTVFT� .PTU ESJWFST XPVMEOBUVSBMMZ CF CFMPX UIF MJNJU� 4BEMZ UIF 6, OP MPOHFS ˎGPMMPXT UIF TDJFODFˏ PO MJNJUT� 5IFZ BSF OPX TFU CZVORVBMJFE MPDBM BOE OBUJPOBM QPMJUJDJBOT PGUFO BHBJOTU UIF BEWJDF PG QPMJDF FYQFSUT UP QBOEFS UP MPDBM FRVBMMZVORVBMJFE DBNQBJHOFST� *4" DBST DPVME CFDPNFNPCJMF SPBE CMPDLT USBWFMMJOH CFMPX UIF TQFFE PG OBUVSBMMZ GSFFPXJOH USBD JO CBEMZ TFU MJNJU BSFBT BOE TVEEFOMZ TMPXJOH VOFYQFDUFEMZ� 5IF OVNCFS PG TQFFE MJNJUFST BMSFBEZJO VTF JO DPNNFSDJBM WFIJDMFT IBT TUBSUFE EFNPOTUSBUJOH UIJT� 5IF "#% DBMMT GPS B ˎSFUVSO UP TDJFODFˏ TP UIBU XFIBWF QSPQFSMZ TBGFUZ NBYJNJTJOH MJNJUT SFTUPSJOH UIFN UP UIF VTFGVM SPBE TBGFUZ UPPM UIFZ BSF TVQQPTFE UP CFCFGPSF *4" JT FWFO DPOTJEFSFE UP BWPJE EBOHFS CFJOH DBVTFE �˒

Compulsory Speed Limiters

4VQQPSU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 'BDFCPPL� IUUQ���XXX�GBDFCPPL�DPN�BMMJBODFPGCSJUJTIESJWFST'PMMPX 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 5XJUUFS� IUUQ���UXJUUFS�DPN�5IF"#%7JTJU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST XFCTJUF� IUUQ���XXX�BCE�PSH�VL�



A firm message to the Govt: Kwasi Kwarteng’s
ask of the CMA to investigate fair pricing at the pumps
must be the most detailed examination of the fuel supply
chain's secretive and chronic manipulation of petrol and
diesel prices, ever carried out. That means no
whitewash, get it right this time, please! And at the same
time cut Fuel Duty by 20p !!!

It must not end up like a similar OFT (now the
CMA) fuel supply chain enquiry I helped to commission
back in 2013. That one turned out to be nothing but a
whitewash. They concluded: “The evidence gathered
suggests that at a national level, competition is working
well in the UK road fuel sector.” That conclusion was
absolute bunkum back in 2013 as any driver will contest.
It’s critical that this brand-new 2022 enquiry must ask the
right questions to all involved in the cost of filling up, not
just the retailers.

We await an invitation to give evidence. Our data
shows the depth of the unmitigated greed. Not
withstanding there are indeed a few unscrupulous
retailers, the vast majority are being held to ransom by
the branded oil businesses and those multiple forecourt
owners further up the fuel supply chain. I guarantee, if
they do their job properly, the CMA will show that the
majority of the small independent garage owners are
making very little profit dispensing fuel. Many are even
making a loss selling petrol and diesel.

One Kent garage owner told FairFuelUK: “I
make £750 from fuel sales each week, but it costs me
£850 for me to employ staff in my small shop.”
A Bristol retailer said: “Last week, I sold 22705 litres

and made £1066 (out of £37000 ex VAT) profit on
fuel, before card costs or any other expenses, AND
I’m accused of profiteering by stupid out of touch
motoring associations? Yes, we earn from the shop -
if we didn’t, we would be bankrupt!”

oward Cox said: mall independent
retailers are on tight margins and restrictive contracts
controlled by ruthless oil companies, refineries, and
wholesalers. top blaming these struggling small
businesses and work with us at FairFuelUK to expose
the collusion, racketeering and greedy profiteering
further up the fuel supply chain. The CMA must not
leave any fuel pricing decision point unexamined,
every part of the process must be revealed. oward
Cox, Founder of FairFuelUK. The CMA must look at
the plethora of rip off pricing issues over decades
such as this latest example (see graph below), that
shows since une 1st wholesale prices for petrol have
fallen over 7p per litre yet filling up costs have risen
over 16p. And this one: In March oil prices fell 0 in

terling, yet in the same weeks period, average
petrol prices at the forecourts rose and diesel by

. Go figure!

CMA Pump Price Inquiry
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According to the latest YouGov CA 26 poll, 63 of
those who expressed an opinion want the penalty
points for speeding at 30 mph or less to be reduced

from three points to one point.

Of all GB adults who expressed an opinion on this
matter, the strongest support was among Conservative
voters at 68 . While supporters of the three main parties
supported this change, the weakest support was among
Liberal Democrat voters at 55 .

The online poll conducted between 27th-28th uly
2022 asked 17 7 people: The current, typical penalty for
speeding is a £100 fine and 3 penalty points added to your
driving licence. To what extent, if at all, would you support
or oppose reducing the penalty points from 3 points to 1
point for those caught speeding doing 30mph or below?’

upport among men and women who expressed
opinions were very similar. 63 of men and 6 of
women who expressed opinions supported the change of
points.

upport among the socio-economic groups was also
similar at around 6 (63 ABC1 and 65 C2D ).

There’s majority support across all age groups 68
amongst 18-2 year olds, 63 25- , 6 50-6 and
62 65 .

egionally the greatest support was in Midlands
Wales’ with 6 who expressed an opinion supporting the
change.

According to CA 26 Director, Lois erry, “20 mph
limits are being imposed across the nation, speed
cameras installed, licences revoked and peed
Awareness Courses are running at an all-time high.
Fixed penalties are being enforced against motorists,
taxis and commercial drivers for travelling at well below
30mph, a speed considered reasonable for decades.”

“This movement seems unstoppable, pushed by
the traffic gurus at the UN and the W O and
presumably loved as a huge new revenue raiser but
surely the Government can recognise and ease the
pain of adjustment by long-suffering drivers? Our
survey proves this is supported by the ublic.”

According to oward Cox, C O of FairFuel UK:
“The Government’s hatred for drivers has grown
almost exponentially since 201 . een only as pure
cash cows, motorists believe this myopic clueless
administration does not have any long term road user
strategy. Their love for all things net ero is clouding
political common sense and is losing popular support
by the day.”

All figures, unless otherwise stated, are from
YouGov lc. Total sample si e was 1,7 7 adults.
Fieldwork was undertaken between 27th 28th uly
2022. The survey was carried out online. The figures
have been weighted and are representative of all GB
adults (aged 18 ).

63% Of Those Who
Expressed An Opinion

Want The Penalty
Points for speeding at

30 mph or below
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5PDPNNFNPSBUF UIF ��UI BOOJWFSTBSZPG UIF MBVODI PG UIF UIJSE HFOFSBUJPO3PWFS ��� 	3�
 UIF 3PWFS ��� � ���0XOFST $MVC IBT QVCMJTIFE BO �� QBHF GVMMDPMPVS CPPLMFU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPNNBOZ PG UIF 3PWFS (SPVQ UFBN UIBU XFSFJOWPMWFE XJUI UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MBVODIPG UIF DBS� 5IJT CPPLMFU JT BWBJMBCMF UPQVSDIBTF POMJOF GPS b�� GSPN UIF DMVC�IUUQT���XXX�SPWFS����PSH�VL�TIPQ

0MEDBST EPOˏU EJF UIFZ TJNQMZ CFDPNF#BOHFST� "PSEBCMF QSBDUJDBM BOESFMJBCMF USBOTQPSUBUJPO GPS UIF QFPQMF�5IFZ EPOˏU OFFE UP TQFOE B GPSUVOF PO BCSBOE OFXNPUPS HFU JOUP EFCU PS USBQQFEJOUP B TQJSBM PG EFTQBJS CFUUFS LOPXO BT BOFBTZ QBZNFOU TDIFNF� 0UIFST NBZTQFDJDBMMZ XBOU B #BOHFS 7BO -VYP#BOHFSPS )BQQZ 4IPQQFS 	TFF JOTJEF GPS EFUBJMT
�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that supports
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.



Christmas
Podcast AlertMerry

Bangers and Classics, the brilliant mind altering Podcast featuring James Ruppert and
David Milloy explaining life, the universe and everything to do with the wonderful world
of motoring. Find out which cars are classics, bangers or both. Listen to stories you
won’t hear anywhere else. Laugh out loud at some very poor jokes, Get involved by

making suggestions for serious and not so serious discussion.
Incredibly a new episode is uploaded every single week. Don’t miss out.

www.bangersandclassics.com



‘The Circular Cars Initiative (CCI) is a private/public sector collaboration 
focused on leveraging new technologies and business models to align the 
automotive industry with a 1.5C climate scenario.’

‘Inefficient utilization of cars is also a problem. Privately-owned vehicles 
are only in use about 5% of the time, and even then, they tend to operate 
at low passenger capacity’ 

The World Economic Forum want more complicated unaffordable cars and 
would prefer it if you didn’t drive so much and shared a bus.
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.PSF PG UIF TBNF� 5IBUˏT DBST BOENPSF DBST BOE UIF PEENPBO BCPVUUIF TUBUF PG UIFNPUPSJOH XPSME� 8FBSF WFSZ MJHIU PO EFUBJMT  CVU OPDIBOHF UIFSF UIFO BOZUIJOH ZPVUIJOL XF TIPVME CF DPWFSJOH HFU JOUPVDI BT XF BSF OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU .BH JO UIF 6OJWFSTF 4FF ZPVOFYU UJNF���
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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